All continuing medical education courses offered by the College of Medicine will be listed in Texas A&M’s Continuing & Professional Education’s catalog (https://cpedinfo.tamu.edu/).

A user account will automatically be created as part of the enrollment process when accessing your first course. You can either enroll by searching for a course in the catalog or you may be emailed a link to a specific course. To get started, search for and enroll in your first course using the following instructions:

**Option 1:**
Visit https://cped.tamu.edu then browse and select a course from the available catalog.
Click “Enroll”

Complete the Enrollment Process
Option 2: An office within the College of Medicine may distribute a flyer containing a course URL. For example: https://tamu.instructure.com/enroll/CBPXXC

Click on the course URL and then select “Enroll in Course”.

You will be given an option to be redirected to your Dashboard or go straight to the course.

Choosing “Go to the Course” will require you to login or create an account (as seen above).
Once logged in, the course content will appear.

Visiting your dashboard allows you to access your transcript, print completion certificates, view prior courses, browse the available course catalog, or make changes to your account.